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Preface

Dag Harnmarskjold was a world citizen. He met his death

in the heart of Africa as the world's foremost international

civil servant. During the fifteen years which have passed

since his aircraft crashed in the tropical night, we have gained

some knowledge of how he himself looked upon his mis

sion as Secretary-General of the United Nations. We have

learned that his cool and analytical intellect had a strong

emotional basis and that his sense of duty had its roots in

religious or mystical experience. It was this experience and

his love of poetry and nature which gave him strength to be

the servant of humanity.

The combination of knowledge, analytical intellect and a

strong feeling of belonging to the international society made

it possible for Dag Hammarskjold to think of the world as his

field of work and to feel the world's problems as a personal

challenge. At the same time he loved his native country and

the province in which he had spent his childhood and he

cared about the local and provincial developments in Swe

den. There was no tension between his citizenship of the

world and his love of the natural scenery of Sweden. For that

reason, wherever he was, in Africa, Asia or America, his

mind would often leave the problems of the world, and make

its way back to places which he knew well from his childhood

and adolescence. His essay on U ppsala, which was the last

paper he wrote, is evidence of this. It was written in Swedish

in New York and translated into English only ten years later.
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It demonstrates how clearly he remembered every detail in

his home town.

As the son of the Governor of Uppsala County, Dag

Hammarskji::ild lived in U ppsala Castle. It was in U ppsala

that he went to school and it was at Uppsala University that

he gained his first academic degrees. For a short but impor

tant period, he was intensely active in his student organiza

tion, the Uppland Nation. We have been told how brilliantly

he performed his duties at that time. Even then, his capacity

for work and his way of expressing himself made a deep

impression on those around him. Now we know that he was

one of the great men whose names are permanently asso

ciated with Uppsala University. No alumnus or teacher of

this University has been so well known internationally as Dag

Hammarskji::ild. He has, for that reason, become a symbol of

the international relations and responsibilities of the U niver

sity. The University is conscious of the fact that science, by

its very definition, must be international and that the world,

from the perspective of research and education, must be one,

that we must cooperate and that the ways of communication

must always be open between scientists, independently of

age, race, religion, ideology or nationality.

When Dag Hammarskji::ild met his death, a foundation

was established to honour his memory. When a place had to

be found for the offices of the foundation, it seemed only

natural to choose Uppsala. Since 1965, the Dag Hammar

skjold Foundation has had its headquarters in an old man

sion belonging to the University and closely associated with

its history. It is usually referred to as Geijersgarden, since it

once belonged to the famous Swedish philosopher, historian

and poet Erik Gustaf Geijer. Geijersgarden is situated in the

centre of Uppsala in a street which Harnmarskjold passed
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along every day on his way from the Castle to school or to the

University. We may surely conclude that Oeijersgarden

formed a vivid part of his memories of U ppsala.

It was also natural that the funds of the Foundation should

be channelled to meet the needs of the Third World COUll

tries. We know that Dag Hammarskji::ild, as Secretary-Gene

ral, became increasingly conscious of the problems of the

new nations and of the necessity of assisting them in the

immense tasks they were faced with after the achievement of

independence. The Dag Hammarskji::ild Foundation under

took the task of arranging seminars and conferences at which

leaders and civil servants from the newly independent Afri

can states could analyse and discuss their legal, economic

and social problems and study techniques of development in

many different fields.

This work, at the interface between research and politics,

has been steadily expanded, so that the activities of the

Foundation now relate more generally to the global context.

The Foundation has thus more recently pioneered the con

cept of another development, through the 1975 Dag Hammar

skjold Project on Development and International Coopera

tion, reported on in the 1975 Dag Hammarskji::ild Report

What Now: Another Deuelopment, prepared on the occasion of

the seventh special session of the General Assembly of the

United Nations, and in other publications.

The passing of the years has seen the work of Dag Ham

marskjold continued by his successors in office and it is the

wish of the University and the Dag Harnmarskjold Founda

tion, in this quingentenary year of the University, here to

reaffirm the significance of this high office, the burden of

duties of which lays upon it the heaviest and most demand

ing responsibilities in the global community. The intense and
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self-sacrificing work that accompany this post are crucial to

the enduring hopes of the world and it is to the success of

such work and to the United Nations that the hopes of

humanity must cling.

Uppsala in November 1976

DAG HAMMARSKJOLD

Castle Hill

Ernst Michanek

Cainnan of the Board
of Trustees of the

Dag Harnmarskjold Foundation
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TOlgl!J) Segerstedt

Vice-Chancellor of
Uppsala University

Timeless and temporary, general and personal, reflec

tion and observation-it is all part or the picture of the

Castle hill in Uppsala as it now lives in my memory.

long after the time when for me it was both home and
playground and school. The tense in which I describe

it must be the present-the present of immediate ex

perience, or what is still here or or what, deep down,
never changes.

June evening. The migratory flocks of students have left.

May festivities, spring balls and conferment of doctor's de

grees are already far away. And while the summer ripens,

U ppsala slips into its vacation torpor.

On the Castle hill, dotted about the slope towards the

Wennerberg statue, groups of people are listening to the

band. They are mostly young families, and one or two of

those old ladies who blossom out about the time the lilacs

bloom, to disappear again when the August sun has burnt

the lawns yellow.

Rousing tones from the revivalist meeting in the English

Park clash with Viennese waltzes and opera arias scored for

brass band. Round the Castle the swifts dart, and between

the items their shrill whistling cuts through the glass-clear

dusk.

The sky deepens towards evening. The instruments are

packed away, and when the Gunilla bell tolls nine the castle

hill lies deserted once more. The silent swains of the early
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summer night take over. Among the lilac bushes the lovesick

hedgehogs stand guard. Round the whitebeams on the Green

Mound the cockchafers swarm. For a few short hours the

Castle hill again lives its quiet life as one of the many rises in

the U ppsala ridge's long line of hills.

For the romantic night wanderer, too, associations waken

in the shadows with human destinies, with the tragedies and

farces of history. Fighting round the fortress by the reach of

the river, pilgrimages to the temple in the north, coronation

processions, bloody deeds. The daily grind of the poor, and

their days of rest. And the cycle of the generations: the un

ending stream of students, promises that have been kept and

promises that have been broken.

The sunrise glows behind the beacon hill at Vaksala. Out

of the mist over the plain rise the first columns of smoke,

straight as the church tower. The countryside is awakening.

Seen from the Castle hill in the early morning hours U ppsala

is again the small country town on the plain to which the

sons of peasants made their way to study for holy orders. The

clock strikes six and the ringer comes up to Styrbiskop for the

morning ringing. Beyond the Mora stones and the woods

round Linna-us's Hammarby the sails of the mill at Lagga

begin to swing round. The factory whistles shriek. A new day

begins-in a new age's Uppsala.

The weeks pass. On the slope down towards the old castle

dam briers and catch-fly are in bloom. The swarms have

found their way to the honeysuckle clinging to the east wall.

The trees are heavy with leaves. Down by the river the lamps

ofFlustret glitter. On quiet evenings strains of the restaurant

music lose their way into the grey July darkness under the

lime-trees of the hill.
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The school-outing and tourist season has begun. Per

spiring in their Sunday best and with sticky lollypops the
youngsters plod up the steep hill. Energetic teachers drum

into them what they are to remember: Gustav Vasa, Erik

XIV, Kristina, Karl XI-perhaps also Geijer and Wenner

berg, perhaps Si::iderblom. Poor children-and poor memo

ries of bygone greatness! Will not a lasting association be

how hot it was trudging up to the Castle and how dusty the

wind as it blew off the dry plain? I recall the beginning of one

such lecture: 'Now, children, notice that Uppsala Castle lies

on a hill ... '

Yellowing fields and cracked clay. Thunderclouds pile up

on the horizon. But nothing happens and the leaves hang

limply. Then, late one night, the rain comes. The big birches

below the north tower shake in the wind. The first drops fall

and the sough from the wide plain strikes against the castle

walls like a sigh of relief. Here sat the kings, here sat the great

lords, and long after pagan times the feeling no doubt lived

on that if they could not prevent poverty and bad harvests

they might just as well be sacrificed to the gods. The county

government board-their prosaic successor within the castle

walls-has a quieter life. But even for it, the day is a good

one when the drought breaks.

August here is not a time of harvest, only the summer's

dreary epilogue. The thin rind of grass lies scorched above

the demolished terraces down towards the former Castle gar

den. Yellowed sheets of newsprint and scraps of paper from

July's Sunday picnics litter the ground under the bushes

where they have been swept by the wind. The lilacs are

disfigured by the withered blossoms. No one comes here any

more.

Alone in the shadow under the ruins one of the place's
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ranties can still bloom: sedum rupestre-transplanted out of

mischief or perhaps a chance immigrant to the crumbling

stone from the wall of Kristinas state apartment. Just near

the spot where it grows I found one day a copper coin minted

in 1653, the year before the abdication.

The school holidays are over. For a while after returning

from the country clusters of schoolboys often make their way

up here. Their boots smack against the football as they kick it

across the courtyard in the setting sun after having driven it

breathlessly up the long slope. The shouts ring out-the

shouts die away, and something is lost for ever.

One day the county council is opened. The hall prepared

for its discussions fills the curve of the north tower. From the

windows you can see out over the town and the harvested

fields, away to the woods that delimit the flat country on all

sides. The past comes to mind, when king and people met in

the hall of state in the south wing, met for decisions that

shaped a country's destiny. I remember it deserted. The

summer lingered on in the smell of sun-dried wood from

huge rafters. In the high window embrasures you could find,

in the September sun, the feather-light bodies of swifts that

had flown in by mistake during the games and chases ofJune

and had never found their way back.

The first freshmen can be seen on a reconnoitring party,

a little too self-conscious, a little too like tourists, sometimes

still tended by parents taking the opportunity of a 'sentimen

tal journey', but even otherwise easily recognizable. The

university year begins. Uppsala puts on its academic work

ing clothes.

For a few weeks more the Castle slopes still live as a part of

the town. Into October a favourite Sunday walk is over the
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rise on the way to Vardsatra or Norby. On the last fine

days-'with a sound as when strings break and an anguish as

when the light departs'-it may happen that against the thin

blue sky you can see toy balloons, escaped from the autumn

fair in Vaksala marketplace, drift in over the trees with a

reminder of gipsies, circuses and horses and of chill apples

from the gardens outside the town. The rowan berries gleam

red on the slope. Shiny horse-chestnuts lie scattered on the

paths where children have thrown them after their games.

The maple leaves burn-until the autumn rains start in

earnest and they lie torn off, a sticky carpet, the air pungent

with their bitter smell.

The frost can come early. In the evenings the damp hangs

raw in the air with a sour smell from the yeast factory down

by the river. Sometimes a fox can be heard barking in the

woods to the west. Round the lamp-posts late autumn moths

are fluttering.

How did Descartes once feel when the short Indian sum

mer was over, autumn drew on and this hyperborean outpost

of culture faced the winter? And what thoughts filled his

pupil in the huge empty rooms when the plain lay in dark

ness and the rain beat against the panes like waves buffeting

a lonely ship in the gale? I can understand 'Mother Petters

son', the old charwoman who, while cleaning the sober pre

mises of the survey office on such an evening, met the queen

herself 'in black velvet and white lace'. (When she had

recovered from her fright, however, she did ask-according

to her own account-the highborn ghost what 'Miss thought

she was doing there'.)

Snow, the first snow, completes the isolation. As late as the

1920s the hill and courtyard were cleared by a huge wooden

plough. It was slow and heavy work. In the grey dawn after a
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night of snow the shouts echoed against the walls as the

horses were urged on to new efforts. One of the men on the

plough was 'Toko-Larsson', the Castle woodman, his blue

apron smelling of sawdust and with ice in his walrus

moustache. There at the reins perhaps he found compensa

tion for the time 'when the governor was a fine gentleman

with his own carriage and I looked after his horses'.

The higher the snowdrifts piled up on the north side, the

greater the distance seemed to be to the town, the more

stubbornly the red Vasa walls towered and the deeper be

came the blue of the night perspectives in the old state

apartments, whose modern furnishing vanished in the gloom.

Thus winter restored the Castle to its days of greatness.

Sixteenth century, seventeenth century! When the snow built

its fortifications, no imagination was needed to conjure up

the atmosphere and sounds and figures of those olden times.

A critic of the manner in which in our day the vegetation

has been allowed to run wild over the Castle hill, partly

changing it into a park, complains that an epic has been

turned into a bourgeois idyll. The engravings in Suecia Anti

qua and other pictures show the Castle hill bare and treeless.

So it appears too in Billmark's lithography. The long, un

adorned walls and the north tower still convey the same

impression when the trees stand leafless and the snow has

simplified and levelled all.

Just as age in a human face can chisel out what is perma

nent under what is temporary, so winter clarifies the fea

turcs, restoring what the summer hid. In the extended

approach from Carolina Rediviva lies Upper Castle Street,

which has a special connexion with the Castle not only by

reason of its name. It goes past the old post office, Geijers

gardcn and the red buildings behind it, ending at some old
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houses on the slope towards what old market women may

still call the Cathedral School. Here the farmers have driven

in with their wagonloads for hundreds of years and here the

horses have their stables while waiting to go home.

A dark December morning. The snow lies heavy by these

rows of low houses, round deep yards. Steam rises from the

horses' backs. There is a smell of fresh manure. Sleigh-bells

and shouts, clean straw on the snow and squeaking boots.

Were they different, those days to which winter has taken the

Castle back, the days when there was a seat for power in

a self-assured but poor winter land of peasants?

Christmas comes and goes, with bells ringing in the cathe

dral towers and from the plain. The days at the end of the

year are the end of this part of the Castle hill's life, and new

year's eve is the festival above all others round what now

remains of the Vasa kings' renaissance stronghold. The

Lutheran hymns' reminder of time's bitter flight and the

transience of all things captures the mood in which the Castle

has sunk back while the winter darkness has deepened. When

the wind sweeps in from the plain against the walls one

remembers the words of the old, that a windy new year's

eve bodes the death of great men.

New year's day is once more the present. Tradition brings

together hundreds of guests from town and country for a few

short hours in what is now the governor's residence. The

illusion of isolation is broken, the Castle is incorporated into

the present: layman and scholar, landed gentry and officers

from the army camps, clergy and professors, members of the

bourgeoisie from industry and trade, farmers and trade

unionists-everything which goes to make up the Uppsala of

today.
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Once, when people were content with less, the castle hill in

January and February offered a kind of social equivalent to

ice-skating on Nybroviken in Stockholm such as we have

seen it in woodcuts from NJ' Illustrerad Tidning. The modest

slope down from the Castle through the Sture arch was

ploughed, water was poured over the road and in the eve

nings the slope was the meeting-place of eager tobogganers.

Grown-ups had as much fun as the children and things were

seldom spoilt by 'drunks' (juvenile delinquency was not yet

invented). You didn't get very far and the speed was nothing

much, but everyone enjoyed themselves under the lamps;

there was something of the summer's idyllic small-town at

mosphere.

'Creak ... Creak ... Shiny galoshes walking along the

street. Early morning, with roses of frost. Bullfinch heavy on

the branch.' Market and fair. Olaus Magnus depicts them

driving their bargains on the ice. Now farmers and Lapps

from the north put up their stalls in the yards by Svartbacken

and a brisk trade is done in reindeer meat and skin rugs.

About this time, too, the bullfinches, and perhaps waxwings,

come sweeping along in great flocks. One 'early morning,

with roses of frost' they hang like gaily coloured Christ

mas-tree decorations in the white-beams on the Castle hill. A

few days later they have gone again, and with them the red

berries. Only the everyday sparrows and tits are left.

Lent. 'The black elms intone the hymns of spring, and

drops drip like silent and happy weeping on to the earth.'

The March sun thaws the banks of snow. The runners cut

through the icy slush and tobogganing time is over. Water

trickles down the slope. The equinoctial gales tear the hats

off those who breast the hill. In the evenings the sky glows as

red as a rebellion above the woods away towards Labyvad.
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Darkness falls and the windows gleam in the cathedral where

the lights have been put on for the evening services of Holy

Week.

One morning-s-it may have been already round about

Lady Day~the first violets bloom in the round bed in the

courtyard (actually the town's water reservoir which an

irreverent age has not sunk sufficiently deep to save the lines

of the Castle's architecture). Then the celandine awakes. The

earth is thin. It is quickly warmed by the sun and always

comes first with the early spring flowers. Soon the star-of

Bethlehem follows on the slope down towards the Botanical

Gardens.

For a long time yet the trees are bare, but the birds return.

From the bushes the first chaffinches are heard. In the tall

naked poplars on the west side a robin has his resting-place

and after sunset his singing, like cool water from a spring in

the moss, fills the bottomless globe of the sky.

'April is the cruellest month.' A stone's throw away begins

the avenue to the cemetery, to which many now make their

way in order to tidy up after the winter. At nightfall you of

ten see them, with small spades and rakes, going home over

the castle hill as if to catch a glimpse before night of the ver

nal earth-brown plain. It seems right that the castle hill

should thus be joined to its near neighbour. In the banal

Uppsala romanticism spring is the time of bright promises. It
is also that of memories in a town, heavy with history, to

which many old people return as to a haven on the coast of a

brighter past.

'April is the cruellest month.' After the leave-taking mood

of March and before May comes into leaf, the bleak sus

pense of spring, with the cutting wind off the plain, seems
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endless and unsettling. The uneasiness of growth is mixed

with memories and pain.

Finally comes the eve of May Day, the plain's and the

town's own new year festival. In the fading light the smoke

from the bonfires drifts in ribbons across the plain. As eve

ning draws on, the hill throngs with people, and when the

procession of students reaches the north tower after the bells

have tolled nine, the crowd is dense. The singing swells. The

traditional speech is varied anew. But hardly has the mood

been created and lived in a moment of fellowship before it is

dispelled and all is over. Soon the hill lies once more desert

ed, turned in silence towards what is to come. When the sky

is already brightest in the north, you can still discern a few

fires on the horizon beyond Balinge and Akerby churches,

gleaming like fallen stars. All night long the smell of burning

tar lingers in the wind, mixed with the freshness of naked,

moist earth.

May. For a time the students are the lords of the Castle hill.

In the early hours after the festivities they wander about in

the dawn, the chill morning air from the plain airing their

lungs. Day after day, week after week, exam parties and club

dances lead on to escapades up on the slopes, where the

police don't bother to keep order unless they really have to.

Among the cobblestones under the Sture arch androsace

septentrionalis is now blooming. In the schoolboys' eyes the

small white star flowers are the botanical aristocrats of the

Castle hill, constantly threatened by gruff gardeners sent up

to 'get rid of the weeds'. The an t tribes begin their tradi tional

frontier feuds. In the gravel the ichneumon flies build their

holes, and when the sun blazes down you can see them-e-half

flying, half running-s-hunting eagerly for spiders, driven by
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the instinct to provide for unknown descendants by means as

cruel as they are refined. The struggle for existence in this

microcosm could have given Henri Fabre material for yet

another volume in his Souvenirs Entomologiques.

One May day the Botanical Gardens are opened for the

official spring celebration. The air is sweet with the scent of

maple. 'Awakened are the swallows and bumble-bees and

honey-bees.' Music and singing resound up towards the

Castle, which is again fleetingly joined to what was once the

royal garden below the terraces, a Versailles of firs and

granite from the time when Sweden dreamt of being a great

power.

In the small hours after the spring ball the couples make

their way up the hill. If the air is mild you see them lying

there in the grass, in evening dress, ready for the sunrise.

Perhaps it is Ascension Day. In the early-morning air Whit

sun chorales are heard from the cathedral towers. They

reach only faintly across to the Castle hill, but in the resinous

smell under the birches which have just burst into leaf in the

north it is nevertheless a moment to wait for.

The academic year comes to an end. As a replacement for

the old castle batteries the army has brought up guns outside

the university, and on the day when doctors' degrees are

conferred a salute is fired as a tribute from the temporal

authority that once had its seat on top of the ridge to the

spiritual power that has grown up under its protection and

given the town its name and its greatness.

In the afternoon you can see them-the jubilee doctor, still

with the laurel wreath on his brow, and the young one who

has just received his degree and is looking forward to his

lectureship. There are fifty years between them. One goes

over the hill in order to see, once more before leaving, the
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town where he has spent many a long year laying the founda

tion of his life's work. The other, about to encounter the town

of his youth, measures the distance between what he once

hoped for and what he achieved. How many return as vic

tors?

How many come back?
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The Dag Hammarskj6fd Centre

THE DAG HAMMARSKJOLD FOUNDATION

The Dag Hamrnarskjold Foundation was established in 1962 in memory of

the second Secretary-General of the United Nations. The purpose of the
Foundation is to organise seminars, conferences, workshops and consulta

tions on the social, political, economic and cultural issues facing the Third
World and to publish and disseminate the results. It should be emphasised
that the Foundation is an operating and not a grant-making foundation and
that its work programmes are carried out under its own auspices.

Since 1965 the Foundation has operated from the Dag Harnmarskjold

Centre in Uppsala, which is accommodated in a historic mansion belonging
to the University of Uppsala and closely associated with its history. This

mansion, Geijersgarden, is situated in the centre of Uppsala in a street which
Hamrnarskjold passed along every day on his way from his home in Uppsala

Castle to school or to the University and which must have formed a vivid
part of his memories of Uppsala. The Dag Hammarskjold Centre serves as

the executive office of the Foundation. It is also used for those seminars that
are organised by the Foundation in Sweden.

Over the years, the Foundation has organised more than 1+0 seminars
and conferences, quite a number of them in Uppsala but many in Africa,

Asia and Latin America and, in the context of different UN meetings, in
New York and Geneva. During the past 30 years the materials arising from
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these events have been made available in over 100 publications, ranging
from popular books on rural development and applied communication to

widely used reference works like TIle Treaty-Maker's Handbook and Sovereign
Borrowers: Guidelines on Legal Negotiations with Commercial Borrowers. Many reports

on the seminar and conference projects have also appeared in the Founda
tion's biannual journal Dcoelopment Dialogue, which has a circulation of about

12,000 copies.
If one is to mark out a trend in the activities of the Foundation, it is that

the seminars have developed from conventional training exercises into com

prehensive seminar projects with in-built research components. An impor
tant step in this direction was the 1975 Dag Hammarskjold Project on
Development and International Cooperation, in which 120 leading policy

makers and scholars were involved and which resulted in the 1975 Dag
Hammarskjold Report, H'hatNow: Another Decclopment, submitted-as an in

dependent contributiou-vto the Seventh Special Session of the United Na
tions General Assembly and published in six of the world's major languages.
Since then, the Foundation has concentrated heavily on attempts to develop

and integrate the sectoral aspects of alternative development strategies pro
posed in the 1975 Dag Hammarskjold Report. These have been extensively
elaborated in the Foundation's seminars on rural development, health, edu

cation, science and technology, information and conunuuication, interna

tional monetary policy and sovereign borrowing.
Among more recent seminar and conference activities which have attract

ed worldwide interest onc might single out the conference on The State and
the Crisis in Africa: In Search of a Second Liberation (1990), a consultation

(1995) and workshop (1997) on Autonomous Development Funds in Africa
as a complement to conventional government-to-government aid pro

grammes, as well as seminars on Implementing National Drug Policies in the
Asian and Pacific Region (1995), The Future ofIndigenous Publishing in Af

riea (1996), Equity in Health in Southern Africa (1997), Improving the Flow
of Information in a Time of Crisis: The Challenges to the Southeast Asian

Media (1998), Policy Options for Genetic Resources (the Crucible II Process)
(1999) and Nuclear Weapons-Free Zones: Crucial Steps Towards a Nuclear

Weapons-Free vVorld (2000).
During the 1990s, the Dag Hamrnarskjold Foundation has, in coopera

tion with the Ford Foundation, devoted an important part of its seminar and

publications programme to the reform of the United Nations. The first study,

on the issue of leadership, was published in 1990. It was authored by the two
UN veterans, Sir Brian Urquhart and Mr Erskine Childers. They were also

to write Towards a 1110re EjJi:ctive United Nations (1991) and Renewing the United
Nations System (1994-), concluding their joint work in 1996 with A Worldin Need
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if Leadership: Tomorrow's United Nations-s-A Fresh Appraisal, which focused on
the appointment of the UN Secretary-Gener al. As a case study of one of the
Specialized Agencies, C ha rles H . Weitz was asked to und ert ake a study pub

lished in 1997 un der the title Who Speaks for the H IIIIgl)'? How FAO Elects Its

Leader, the latest in the series.
\-Vhile the Foundation has a small staff and a limi ted bud get , it has been

able to draw on a large network of friend s in the UN system and in different

inter-governmen tal organisat ions as well as on a steadily increasing number
of people 's organisations all over the world and espec ially in Africa, Asia and
Latin Amer ica . T he ideas and sugges tions pro vided by these organ isat ions

and individuals have been an imp ort ant source of knowledge and inspir ation
in the for mulation of the Foundation 's semina r and pub licat ions pro gramme.

A list of the Foundation 's seminars and publications ma y be obta ined
from the Dag H arnmarskj old Foundat ion , O vre Slott sgata n 2, SE-753 10

Uppsala, Swed en.
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